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Learning words is fun and easy with the help of some emojis!

From School Library JournalGr 4–7—When Clara finds a note and photo from a kidnapped

and enslaved Chinese orphan girl hidden in a department store purse in Evanston, IL, she is

eager to help. This unusual discovery resonates strongly with Clara, since she and her parents

are grieving for her slightly older adopted Chinese sister, Lola, who died of leukemia six weeks

earlier. Though this plot device and the family's subsequent journey to China seem somewhat

contrived, the story sheds unique light on the horrific plight of illegal child labor across the

globe. Despite their being a world apart, both Clara and Yuming suffer from feelings of sadness

and loss and are desperately driven to take action. The plot is quickly paced and told in

alternating chapters from the points of view of both girls as they draw closer to each other—

Clara, as she hears the voice of Lola telling her what to do, and Yuming, who endures harsh

factory conditions and attempts a harrowing escape with other enslaved children. The title

simultaneously refers to sweatshop conditions in the garment industry and the invisible ties

that bind us to one another as humans. VERDICT Based on a true incident, this is an engaging

offering for readers who seek to broaden their global perspective. Especially good for teachers

to use as a spark for classroom conversation.—Madeline J. Bryant, Los Angeles Public Library

--This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review"Polonsky delivers an affecting story of

connections that cross international lines." �Publishers Weekly"This powerful, emotionally

wrenching story follows two paths that become surprisingly and delicately interwoven." �Booklist

--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorAmi Polonsky

(www.amipolonsky.com) is a reading and writing tutor, mother to two young children, and

author, among other things. A former Language Arts teacher and literacy coach, she remains

passionate about guiding children toward a love of books and helping create lifetime readers.

Ami lives outside of Chicago with her family. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read

more
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The Emoji amazon stocks, The Emoji spacex launch, The Emoji Seattle Mariners

Bruce Albert MacKay, “Emojis rule the world!. Today's new hieroglyphics.  Lot's of humor!”

Chad, “Unique and creative.. Who doesn't love emojis? Kids will love this full color emoji

alphabet book.”

Amy Henry, “Great for low pressure learning. I really enjoyed this book for several reasons and

in several formats.First, I should say I work with special ed students, some of whom can only

access a computer or Ipad and have no use for their hands but to control one button. They're

adept at doing this, however, and an Ebook like this would be great fun.Secondly, some

students have more mobility and more of an attention span and I think they too would enjoy

this simplified alphabet book.The big reason is that these emojis are up-to-date in terms of a

frame of reference. If you look at an older ABC book, you'll see photos of rotary phones, saw

horses, typewriters, and other items that today's kids cannot recognize or be interested in.

They quickly lose interest if they are bored. But the emojis (love the alien!) are more

recognizable and I think they will hold attention longer.Also, the book has a lot of white space

on the page. This is helpful because very busy and cluttered scenes (think Richard Scarry

books) can be irritating and distracting to an autistic child or one that has learning difficulties.

The white space gives it a simple look but also lets the design be the focus and not overwhelm

or overstimulate the child. Additionally, these are not childish cartoon drawings; they are

modern symbols. You can't underestimate the value of white (negative space) on a page to

drive focus towards the illustrations.Lastly, facial expressions on the emojis are not a big issue.

So there's no frustrating decoding for the child to figure out.I rec'd a copy for review and hope

that my school will use these for the different special needs classes we have. Solid five stars.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “LOVE IT!. Love it! Emojis are a big part of our lives whether we realize it

or not! Most of us use it everyday when textiing or messaging via fb and other social media

platforms. Definitely something that I look forward to sharing with others. = ) Cheers!”

The book by Workshop 2.0 has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 5 people have provided feedback.
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